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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE, 

GUSTAV MAXIMILIAN HEROTIZKY, OF HAMBURG, GERMANY. 

ELECTR C CLOCK. 

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 293,613, dated February 12, 1884. 
Application filed August 15, 1883. (No model.) 

to all who I, it inctly conceit * 
Be it known that, I, GUSTAV MAXIMILIAN 

HEROTIZKY, a subject of the King of Saxony, 
and resident of Hamburg, in the German Em 
pire, have invented certain new and useful 
Improvements in Electric Clocks, of which 
the following is a specification. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

electric clocks which are driven by electric 
elements; and the objects of my improvements 
are, first, to give automatically once every min 
late an impulsion to the pendulum; and, Sec 
ond, to regulate the function of the electric 
current by means of the swinging pendulum. 
I attain these objects by the mechanism illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings, ill 
which 

Figure is a front view of the electric clock. 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation. Figs, 3 to 9 are de 
tailed views. 

Similar letters refer to similar parts through 
out the Several views. 
The pendulum A is suspended at the arm (t. 

A disk, b, indicating the seconds, is attached 
to the rod of the pendulum. The bracket l', 
fastened to the disk b, bears the pivot-pin l' 
of the angle-lever l'l’. The pawl b", which 
atches into the teeth of the ratchet-wheel l', 

is attached to the extremity of the arm l. The 
other arm, l', touches, when the pendulum A 
swings to the left, the weight b, suspended 
on a thread. This stop causes the point of the 
pawl b to slide over the teeth of the wheel b, 
which is held from backward movement by 

When the penduluin returns 
i. e., when it swings in the direction indicated 
by the arrow-the lever b' battempts to go 
back to its normal position. Thereby the 
ratchet l' catches into the teeth of the wheel l' 
and turns it, whereby the handl, fixed to the 
shaft of the latchet-wheel, shows at the disk 
b that a second has elapsed. The lever c, also 
fixed to the arbor of the ratchet-wheell, serves 
to close the electric current of a galvanic bat 
tery, which passes through the bobbin Cin the 
following manner: This lever c, rotating with 
the wheel l', is once every minute in such a 
position as to touch the arm c of the disk c', 
which is pushed by the spring c toward the 
lever c. When the pendulum swings in the 
direction of the arrow, Fig. 1, the disk c is 

turned by means of the lever c, pushing for 
ward the arm c. Thereby the finger c” of the 
disk c' comes into contact with the spring c', 
being the two poles of the electric current pass 
ing the bobbin C. This current thus is closed 
and kept closed by the bow-shaped arresting 
lever c”, one end of which swings automati 
cally in contact with the finger c and remains 
there until the pendulum Areturns to the left 
hand side and the arm c', attached to the rod 
of the pendulum, touches the pin c” of the le 
ver c, when the latter gets out of contact with 
the finger c, and the current is interrupted. 
The electric current formed by the contact of 
finger c and spring c' causes the core of the 
bobbin C to become magnetical, which conse 
quently attracts the armature d' of the lever 
d, and thereby lifts the lever d, resting, ordi 
marily, on the projection d". By the interrup 
tion of the current the lever cl descends again, 
and its roller or transverse pin d" touches the 
bracket d of the pendulum-rod, thus giving a 
new impulsion to the pendulum. While the 
lever d was lifted the counter-weight f raised 
the longer arm of the lever f, with the pawlf, 
attached thereon. The descending lever d 
draws also the raised arm of the lever f down 
ward, both levers being connected by the thread 
or wire f'. Thereby the pawlf' catches into 
the wheelf", to the spindle of which the min 
ute-hand of the clock is fixed, and So advances 
the minute-hand. The rotation of the minute 
wheel is communicated in the Well-known mall 
ner to the hour-wheel. An electric striking 
work is easily to be connected with the dial 
train. A lever with three arms, e e'e', is at 
tached to the frame behind the dial. The min 
ute-wheelf is provided with one projection, 
e', when the clock strikes every hour. In a 
striking-train of every half an hour the wheel 
f' bears two, and in a striking-train of every 
quarter of an hour four projections, e". The 
projection e' touches, during the rotation of 
the wheel f, for a moment, the movable ill 
cline e” of the arme". In consequence thereof 
the arm e" is lowered and the other arm, e, 
raised, whereby the pine, fastened to the ex 
tremity of e', quits the groove of the wheel e", 
strolkes of the bell. The arm ethereby SWings 
in the direction of the arrow, and causes the 

the projections of which regulate the number of 
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angle-lever of g also to Swing. The arm f is 
provided with a pin, g, which hinders, coin 
monly, the two springs off (the two poles of 
an electric current passing the bobbinE) from 

5 approaching each other. By the Oscillation 
of the lever 7 of the pin of quits the projections 
of the springs of g, which now approach each 
other in such a manner as to close the electric 
current by means of the ping', fastened to the 

IO pendulum-rod, at every stroke of the pendu 
lum in the direction of the arrow. The COre 
of the bobbin E thus magnetized attracts the 
armature of of the lever f". Consequently the 
hammer of lever ("strikes the bell of at every 

15 Oscillation of the pendulum A. The motion 
of the lever of also causes the rotation of the 
ratchet-wheele, fixed to the arbor of wheel 
e'. Consequently the latter is turned until the 
pine falls into the next groove of this wheel, 

2O and the levere e'e' returns to its normal po 
sition, Fig. 1, whereby the pin (f, slides again 
between the Springs (f" (f", thus interrupting 
the electric current. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

25 what I desire to claim and secure by. Letters 
Patentis 

1. In an electric clock, the combination, 
with a pendulum and an electric circuit, of 
the ratchet-wheel b, the angle-lever bb, the 

3O pawl b, the suspended weight b, and the stop 
device consisting of the parts c, d, c, c, and 
c", or their equivalents, all constructed and 
relatively arranged substantially as herein set 
forth. 

2. In an electric clock, the combination of 35 
the bobbin C with the pendulum A, the ratch 
et-wheel b, the lever c, the disk c, with arm. 
c, and finger c, and spring c, the contact 
Spring c, and the arresting-lever c, substan 
tially as and for the purpose specified. 4O 

3. In an electric clock, the combination of 
the pendulum A, having bracket d, and the 
inclined lever d, having armatured, and pin 
or roller d, with the magnet or bobbin C, and 
the stop d", substantially as herein set forth. 45 

4. In an electric clock, the combination of 
the minute-wheelf with the bobbin C, the le 
ver d, the thread f', the lever f, the counter 
weight f', and the ratchet-pawl f, substan 
tially as set forth. 5O 

5. In an electric clock, the combination of 
the bobbin E, the armature of, the leverg, the 
pawl of, the ratchet-wheel e, the disk e", the 
levere e'e', the minute-wheelf, the angle-le 
Verg g, and the projection (f, With the con- 55 
tact-springs ("g", the pendulum A, and the 
ping", substantially as and for the purpose 
specified. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 

my invention I have signed my name, in pres- 6o 
ence of two witnesses, this 10th day of July, 
SS3. 

GUSTAY MAXIMILIAN HEROTIZKY. 

Witnesses: 
ALEXANDER SPECHS, 
EMIIL. T. HAASE. 
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